ABSTRACT In multi-extended target tracking, each target may generate more than one observation. The traditional probability hypothesis density (PHD)-based methods are no longer effective in such scenarios. Recently, the Gaussian mixture PHD approach for the extended target tracking (ET-GM-PHD) has been presented to solve such a problem. The tracking performance of this approach has been restricted by the following disadvantages. First, it only focuses on the linear models. When targets are moving with nonlinear models, it may lead to great tracking errors. Second, the birth intensities are commonly assumed as a prior. In practice, these intensities are always unknown. In order to improve the tracking performance of the traditional ET-GM-PHD approach, a novel extended target tracking approach, namely the ET-cubature information GM-PHD (ET-CIGM-PHD) approach, has been proposed in this paper. To be more specific, we, first, utilize the cubature information filter (CIF) and gating methods to predict and update the Gaussian mixture components of the ET-GM-PHD approach. In the merit of high estimating accuracy of the CIF method, the tracking accuracy of the traditional ET-GM-PHD approach can be significantly improved. Due to the gating method, only part of cells can be used to construct the observation set in the update stage. Thus, the computational load of our approach can be significantly reduced. Then, we propose an adaptive initiating method for the birth intensity initiating. In our method, we utilize the estimated target set to select the most possible partition. Then, we remove cells associated with the estimated targets from the selected partition. The left cells are used to initiate the birth intensity. With the help of the above implementations, the birth intensity can be adaptively initiated. Using such a method, our approach can solve the cases that the prior information of birth intensity is rather little. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
In multi-target tracking area, targets are commonly assumed to follow the standard target models. That is to say, each target can generate at most one observation (see Fig 1) . However, for modern radars with high resolutions, targets may occupy several resolution cells. In these cases, each target may give
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rise to more than one observations (see Fig 2) . Such targets are named as the extended targets [1] . Compared with the standard targets models, the observation models of extended targets require the following two components; the model for the number of observations generated by each target, and the model for spatial distribution of these observations [2] . Otherwise, the associations between observations are always unknown. Thus, the tracking approaches for multi targets, such as the nearest-neighbour Kalman filter (NNKF) [3] , multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) [4] , and joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) [5] can hardly be applied in the extended target tracking.
To solve the extended target tracking problem, several approaches have been presented. Using the random matrices, Feldmann and Franken [6] - [8] represented the target extension with a random symmetric positive definite matrix. Vivone et al. [9] applied the random matrix into multiple sensor scenarios. Magnant et al. [10] used the random matrix to track and classify extended targets in maritime surveillance. Although these approaches are efficient in ellipsoidal extended target tracking scenarios, it may give rise to inaccurate results in non-ellipsoidal extended target scenarios. Considering the non-ellipsoidal extended target as a combination of sub-ellipsoidal extended objects, Lan and Li [11] proposed a multiple-model (MM) approach to solve such a problem. In this approach, the sub-object motions are combined to model the dynamics of the non-ellipsoidal extended targets. On this basis, the MM method has been utilized to improve the estimating accuracy of the non-ellipsoidal extended target. However, the number of the sub-object is assumed as a prior. Beard et.al. [12] modeled the state of the extended target as a generalised labelled multi-Bernoulli (GLMB) component. Combined with the gamma Gaussian inverse Wishart (GGIW) distribution, a GLMB filter has been be developed for tracking the extended target. The improved versions of such an approach have been presented in [13] and [14] . These LMB based approaches can estimate the states and trajectories of the extended targets. Since the LMB approaches approximate the number of target after every update, it leads to a cumulative errors in the cardinality (the number of targets) distribution [14] . Moreover, their computation complexity is more expensive than the PHD based approaches. In the light of [15] , Granström et al. [16] constructed the Poisson model for the extended target tracking. Pioneered by these literature, Mahler [1] formulated the observation-update equations of the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filter for the extended target tracking (called the EPHD). However, the EPHD filter is computationally intractable [17] - [20] . Granström et al. [21] - [23] proposed the Gaussian mixture implementation of the PHD filter for the extended target tracking (named as the ET-GM-PHD). The improved approach has been presented in [24] . The ET-GM-PHD approach utilizes the Gaussian mixture moments to represent the first-order moments, making the PHD filter of the extend targets tractable. Nevertheless, such an approach may lead to great tracking errors in nonlinear scenarios. Chen et al. [25] utilized the cubature Kalman filter into the ET-GM-PHD approach. It can improve the tracking accuracy in nonlinear scenarios. Since it simply uses all of the partitions to update intensities, the proposed approach may cost great computational complexity. In order to improve the tracking performance,Yang et al. [26] presented an improved ET-GM-PHD approach by introducing a penalty strategy into the likelihood computing. Zhang and Ji [27] proposed the ART partitioning method. By utilizing the fuzzy ART model into observation partitioning, the computational time can be decreased. Such a method has been used in [19] . However, the performance of this method dependents on the choice of the vigilance values. Shen et al. [28] proposed an extended target multipath tracking approach using multipath Bernoulli filter (MPBF) and ET-PHD filter. Nevertheless, it only uses one extended target. Ristic et al. [29] presented the birth initiating method for PHD and cardinalised PHD (CPHD). Zhu et al. [30] proposed a birth density estimating method. Zhou et al. [31] used the entropy distribution to remove the noise of the birth intensity. However, these methods are under the standard target assumption. Wu et al. [32] proposed an iterative random sample consensus (I-RANSAC) algorithm with a sliding window to initiate the birth intensity. In practice, selecting the width of the window is rather difficult. Peng and Ye [33] proposed the adaptive birth target initiation methods. However, these adaptive methods have two disadvantages. First, these methods utilize all of the partitions into birth intensity initiating. It may cost great computational time. Second, most of these methods assume that there is only one target born at each scan.
B. OUR WORK AND CONTRIBUTION
Currently, information filters such as EIF (extended information filter) and UIF (unscented information filter) are widely used in nonlinear target tracking. Compared with these filters, the cubature information filter (CIF) [34] method is easier in initiation, and more suitable to estimate states with the high dimension. Otherwise, it also has significant tracking performance in nonlinear target tracking. In the light VOLUME 7, 2019 of [18] , we integrate the CIF method and a gating method into the ET-GM-PHD approach in this paper. Here, we name our approach as the ET-cubature information GM-PHD (ET-CIGM-PHD) approach. Unlike the CIF and gating methods in standard target tracking, our approach aims at tracking multi extended targets in nonlinear scenarios. In such scenarios, the assumption of standard targets cannot be satisfied. Thus, the CIF and gating methods cannot be directly integrated into the ET-GM-PHD approach. To solve such a problem, first, we adopt the CIF method to predict and update the Gaussian mixture components of the ET-GM-PHD approach. Using such a method, the ET-GM-PHD approach can be extended into the nonlinear extended target tracking scenarios, and achieved high estimating accuracy. On this basis, we present a gating method to construct the observation set, and reduce the computational complexity of the CIF method. Then, to initialize the birth density of extended targets, inspired by [29] ,we propose an adaptive birth density initializing method for our approach. Using such a method, the birth density of our approach can be adaptively initialized. We list the main contributions as follows:
1) We propose an improved ET-GM-PHD approach based on the CIF and gating methods. First, we, following the way of the ET-GM-PHD approach, represent the density of the extended target by Gaussian mixture components. Then, we predict the states of Gaussian mixture components by the CIF method. In order to construct the observation set, and reduce the computational load of the CIF method, we propose a gating method to extract the cells corresponding to the current predicted observation. Then, these extracted cells are combined into one set (consists of observations). On this basis, we utilize the combined set to update the state and covariance of the CIF method. By iterating the CIF and gating methods, the states and covariances of the Gaussian mixture components can be obtained. With the obtained Gaussian mixture components, the intensities of multi extended target can be achieved. Unlike the traditional gating methods, we directly implemented our approach on cells, enjoying better computational complexity. Benefitted from these operations, the estimation accuracy and computational speed of our approach can be significantly improved. 2) We develop a birth intensity initiation method for our approach. In the multi extended target tracking, the estimated targets can be considered as the survival targets in current time step. That is to say, these targets may not be birth targets in next time step. According to this assumption, we remove the observations associated with the estimated targets. The left observations can be considered as the observations generated by the birth targets. To achieve this, we, first, project cells of each partition into state space. Then, we calculate the numbers of the projected cells associated with the estimated targets. The partition with largest number can be considered as the most possible partition. Thus, we can remove the cells associated with the estimated targets from such a partition. Since each cell may contain several observations, we define a contribution factor to combine each cell into one component. On this basis, the combined components are used to calculate the birth intensity. Therefore, the birth intensity can be adaptively initiated. Compared with the traditional adaptive method, our method can avoid the restrict of one target born at each scan, and enjoy less computational time. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we overview the PHD filter and GM-PHD implementation for extended targets in Section II. Section III proposes our ET-CIGM-PHD approach. Simulation results are demonstrated in Section IV, and Section V concludes this paper.
II. THE PHD FILTER AND GM-PHD FOR EXTENDED TARGET TRACKING
In this section, we, first, discuss the observation partitioning method of the multi extended targets in Section II-A. Then, the random finite set (RFS) and PHD functions are introduced in Section II-B. Section II-C and II-D overview the PHD filter of multi extended targets and ET-GM-PHD approach, respectively. The main notations are listed as follows:
The i-th partition of the current observation set X k
The state set of multi-target at time k
The observation set of multi-target at time k
The state of a dynamic target at time k z k
The observation of a dynamic target at time k N (·)
The function of the Gaussian distribution
The birth intensity of target at time k p s (·)
The survival probability of target p d (·) The detected probability of target D(·|·) The intensity of multi-target
A. OBSERVATION PARTITIONING
In multi extended target tracking scenarios, each target may generate more than one observation. That means each target may generate a group of observations. Commonly, the associations between observations of different targets are always unknown. It poses a great challenge for observation partitioning. To illustrate such a challenge, let the observation set Z be Z = {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 }, where z i represents the i-th observation of Z. All of the possible partitions can be listed as follows [1] :
where W i j denotes the j-th cell of the partition C i . Obviously, when the number of observations increases, the number of possible partitions grows even larger. It may make the PHD computing rather expensive. In [24] , Granstrom et al. presented a distance partition method to solve such a problem. It only utilizes the subset of partitions for the PHD computing, making better performance than the Kmeans clustering method. In this paper, we tend to use the distance partition method in [24] .
B. RANDOM FINITE SET AND PHD FUNCTIONS 1) RANDOM FINITE SET OF MULTI TARGETS
In multi-target tracking scenario, the states and observations of targets belong to sets of the individual target states and observations, respectively. Since the targets appear, disappear, and maneuver, the target number and states are uncertain at different time. In addition, influenced by the imprecise detections, the observations of targets are also uncertain in the tracking process. Thus, the RFS is used to represent the multi-target states and observations.
Here, we assume that there are M k targets in the multitarget tracking scenario at time k. The state vector of each target at time k is represented by x k,i , where i denotes the i-th target. Obviously, x k,i is in the state space X. Assuming that the multi-target state set at time k is represented by X k , we have
Since X k is constructed by several states of individual targets, we have X k ∈ F(X), where F(X) is the set of all finite subset in the state space X. Due to targets appearing, disappearing and maneuvering, x k,i and the dimension (also called cardinality) of X k are uncertain. In addition, the number of multitarget in tracking process is finite without ordering for the individual targets. Thus, X k is a random finite set in F(X). Similarly, if there are N k observations at time k, the multitarget observation set Z k at time k can be modeled by
where z k,j ∈ Z is the j-th target observation vector at time k. Let F(Z) be the set of all finite subset in the observation space Z. Therefore, we have Z k ∈ F(Z), and Z k is also a random finite set in F(Z).
2) PHD FUNCTIONS
According to [15] , the first order moment of the posterior distribution (namely the intensity or PHD) D(x|Z) is a nonnegative function on X, which can be characterized by
where N is the expected number of targets located in S. S, thought as a subset of X, represents the state set of targets. Therefore, we can use the intensity D(x|Z) to estimate the states and number of targets.
C. THE PHD FILTER FOR THE EXTENDED TRACKING
Let D k−1|k−1 (·) and x k−1 be the intensity and state of the single extended target at time k − 1. According to [35] , the predicted intensity can be formulated by (4) , as shown at the top of the next page. In (4), p s (·) denotes the survival probability of the single target, ϕ k|k−1 (·) is the transition density, Z 1:k−1 represents the observation sets from time 1 to k − 1, and γ (·) is the intensity of birth target.
Then, the predicted D k|k−1 (x k |Z 1:k−1 ) can be updated by
where L z (·) represents the pseudolikelihood function, defined by (6) , as shown at the top of the next page. In (6), β(·) denotes the expected number of observations generated by single extended target, c(·) is the density of the clutter, p D (·) is the detection probability of the single target, and φ(x k ) is the likelihood of observations generated by a single target. y Z k means that Z k is partitioned into nonempty cells W by y. W is the subset of the current partition, and ω y can be considered as the weight of the current partition, expressed by
The nonnegative coefficient in (7) is represented by (8) , as shown at the top of the next page. where δ i,j is the Kronecker delta.
Equations (4) and (5) describe a PHD recursion in extended target cases. Similar to the standard target cases, there are no closed-forms for (4) and (5).
D. GM-PHD FOR EXTENDED TARGET TRACKING
In this section, we overview the basic idea of the ET-GM-PHD approach. Such an approach can be considered as a Gaussian mixture implementation of the PHD approach in Section II-C. In this approach,the predicted and updated intensities are represented by the GM components. With help of these GM components, (4) and (5) can be changed into the summation of GM components, making these equations tractable. The details of the ET-GM-PHD are provided in the following.
Assume that the state and observation models are subject to linear Gaussian models, represented by
where F k|k−1 is the state transition function, and H k is the observation function. According to [24] , the predicted intensity in (4) can be given by
where v s,k|k−1 (x) and γ k (x) are the intensities of survival and birth components, respectively. v s,k|k−1 (x) is given by
where J k−1 is the number of the survival Gaussian mixture components. m j k|k−1 , and P j k|k−1 denote the predicted state mean and covariance of the j-th component, respectively. In addition, we represent γ k (x) by
where J r,k is the number of birth Gaussian mixture components, and w i r,k is the weight of the i-th component. m i r,k and P i r,k denote the mean and covariance, respectively. Then, the predicted intensity in (11) can be updated by
where D ND k|k (x) and D D k|k (x) denote the no detection and detected target cases, respectively.
where m j k|k and P j k|k denote the updated mean and covariance of the j-th component. w j k|k is the weight of the j-th component.
where φ j (·) is the likelihood of single target.
Equations (11)- (21) express the main formulations of the ET-GM-PHD approach. Implementing these equations iteratively, the posterior intensities of the extended targets at different time steps can be conveniently achieved. However, according to (9) and (10), the ET-GM-PHD approach assumes the motion and observation models are linear models. Thus, the ET-GM-PHD approach can only handle the linear scenarios. In practice, the motion and observation models are always nonlinear functions. In such scenarios, the ET-GM-PHD approach may lead to great tracking errors.
III. CUBATURE INFORMATION GM-PHD APPROACH FOR EXTENDED TARGET TRACKING
In this section, we present the ET-CISMC-PHD approach in detail. To be more specific, we, first, present a CIF based extended target tracking algorithm in Section III-A. By incorporating the CIF and gating methods into the ET-GM-PHD approach, our ET-CISMC-PHD approach can efficiently estimate states and numbers of extended targets in nonlinear scenarios. For initiating the birth intensity, Section III-B proposes an adaptive intensity initiating method.
A. CIF BASED GM-PHD ALGORITHM FOR EXTENDED TARGET TRACKING
As mentioned in Section II-D, the density D k (x) in (14) consists of Gaussian mixture components. The j-th component can be achieved by computing its mean m j k|k and covariance P j k|k . When each pair of m j k|k and P j k|k are achieved, the density D k (x) can be obtained. However, in traditional ET-GM-PHD approach, these components are computed under the linear model. For extending ET-GM-PHD approach into nonlinear scenarios, we utilize the CIF method into our approach for its significant tracking performance in the nonlinear cases. Although the CIF and gating methods have been used in [18] , targets of [18] are assumed as the standard targets. Thus, the CIF and gating methods can be directly used. However, in extended target tracking scenarios, these methods cannot be directly used. It is because that these methods are proposed on the standard target assumption. For utilizing these methods into the ET-GM-PHD approach, we use the CIF method to predict states and covariance. The CIF method of [18] uses observations (each observation denotes one possible target) to update predicted observation. In extended target tracking scenarios, each target may generate serval observations. We use the cell to denote observations generated by the same target. For updating the predicted observation of the extended targets by the CIF method, the cell set should be converted into the observation set. Thus, a gating method has been proposed for extracting the cells associated with the predicted observation of the CIF method. Unlike the standard gating methods (in [12] , [14] , [18] , [36] , [37] ), our method implements the gating process by computing distances between the predicted observation and cells. Merging the extracted cells into one set, we can construct the observation set for updating the predicted observation of the CIF method. Thus, the CIF method can be used to approximate the states and covariances of the extended targets. Using the approximated states and covariances, the Gaussian mixture components of the ET-GM-PHD approach can be achieved for estimating states of extended targets. Benefitted from the above operations, the tracking performance of the traditional ET-GM-PHD approach in nonlinear scenarios can be significantly improved.
Before introducing our approach, we represent the nonlinear models by
where f (·) and h(·) denote the state transition and observation functions, respectively. In this section, the intensities v s,k|k−1 and D D k|k (x) in (12) and (18) are computed under the nonlinear models (22) and (23) . Observed that both of v s,k|k−1 and D D k|k (x) consist of Gaussian components, these Gaussian components can be obtained by computing their means and covariances. Since the models of (22) and (23) are nonlinear functions, we utilize the CIF and gating methods to calculate each pair of the mean and covariance in (12) and (18) . For simplicity, we use m k|k−1 , P k|k−1 , m k and P k to replace m Prediction: In this step, we use m k−1 and P k−1 to predict m k|k−1 and P k|k−1 . These parameters can be calculated by a group of cubature points. With the achieved m k|k−1 and P k|k−1 , the predicted density v s,k|k−1 in (12) can be obtained.
According to the cubature rule [38] , the n-dimensional Gaussian weighted integral can be approximated by
where n is the dimension of m,
and [1] j is the j-th vector of the set
Using the above cubature rule, the j−th cubature point at time step k − 1 can be defined by
Then, the cubature set can be represented by {χ k−1,j } 2n j=1 . Using the cubature set, m k|k−1 and P k|k−1 can be calculated by
where (·) T is the transpose operator, and
With the achieved m k|k−1 and P k|k−1 , we convert m k|k−1 and P k|k−1 into their information forms,
and
where y k|k−1 and Y k|k−1 denote the information state and matrix, respectively. By iterating (27) and (28) [24] ). As for the l−th partition, several cells may be contained. That means, more than one cells may be used to update z k|k−1 . However, the associations between cells and z k|k−1 are hard to be achieved. To tackle with such a problem, we proposed a gating method to extract cells corresponding to z k|k−1 . With the extracted cells, we can update z k|k−1 . Using the updated z k|k−1 , we can calculate m k and P k . Based on the calculated m k and P k , the intensity of (18) can be computed.
The predicted observation z k|k−1 can be denoted by
where
Using the denoted z k|k−1 of (32), we can evaluate the cross covariance matrix of state and observation by (35) , as shown at the top of the next page. VOLUME 7, 2019
Then, the state contribution and its corresponding information matrix can be computed by
where µ j represents the innovation of the j-th observation z j
Here, z j is the j−th component of the observation setZ k , and Z k represents the observation set of the current target. We also assume that z j is a two-dimension vector, and µ j follows a two-dimension Gaussian distribution. Thus, we can obtain the information state vector y k and matrix Y k by
where N l is the number of observations, N l = |Z k |.
Equations (38)- (40) have been proposed in standard target tracking scenarios. In extended target tracking scenarios, observations generated by the same target are represented by the cell. For applying these equations into extended target tracking scenarios, we utilize the gating method into the CIF method for constructingZ k . Unlike the traditional gating methods in [12] , [14] , [18] , [36] , [37] , our method directly implement on cells, leading to small computational cost. Our gating method method consists of two steps.
Step 1 Extract candidate cells from the current partition In this paper, we use the center to represent the current cell. Then, we compute the distances between the predicted observation and cells of the current partition. By selecting certain threshold for these distances, the candidate cells can be extracted.
Let z c,i denote the center of the cell W i ,
where z j ∈ W i . The distance between cell W i and z k|k−1 can be defined by
Using (42), the candidate cells can be computed bỹ
where T h is the threshold.
Step 2 Constructing observation set associated with the target.
LetW i be the i-th cell of the candidate cell setW k . According to (38) - (40), the observation set (consists of possible observations) are used for updating the predicted observation. Thus, the candidate cells must be merged into one observation set. We merge the candidate cells bỹ
where, (38)- (40), we can obtain y k and Y k . Then, the posterior state m k and P k can be constructed based on (30) and (46), given by:
When there is no cells in the current gate (W k = ∅), m k and P k can be approximated in the following:
Substituting m k and P k into (18)- (21), we can finally achieve the posterior intensity of our approach.
B. BIRTH INTENSITY INITIATION METHOD
According to (4), the predicted intensity consists of birth and survival intensities. Commonly, the birth intensity is known as a prior. However, it is unavailable in practice. Besides, the observation set of multi extended targets are also partitioned into several possible partitions. When the number of partitions are large, directly using all of the partitions for birth intensity initiation may cost great computational time. Moreover, each partition of the multi extended targets consists of cells. As for each cell, several observations are contained in it. Thus, the adaptive birth intensity methods of standard target tracking can not be adopted in multi extended target tracking. In this paper, we propose an observation driven birth intensity initiating method for the birth intensity initiation. To be more specific, we, first, project states of estimated targets into the observation space. After projection, we compute distances between the projected observations and cell centers of partitions. By setting certain threshold, we can calculate the number of cells corresponding to the estimated targets for each partition. Second, we select the partition with the largest number as the most possible partition. With the selected partition, we remove the survival cells from the ''real'' partition. The left cells can be considered as the observations generated by the birth targets. Third, we define the contribution factor to measure the degree of importance of the current component to its corresponding cell. By computing the contribution factors, we can achieve the Gaussian components of the birth intensity. With these three steps, the birth intensity can be initiated for the next recursion.
Before introducing our method, we represent the projecting model for mapping the observation into the state space. Here, we use the bearing and range model [39] to illustrate our method. Remember that, x k and z k are the state and observation at time step k, respectively. Assume that r k and θ k denote the different dimensions of z k , where r k is the range dimension, and θ k represents the angle dimension. Then, according to the unbiased model of [40] , the projecting model for mapping the state into the observation space can be given as follows 
where · represents the 2 −norm. In the following, we utilize (51) for extracting the candidate cells.
Step1 (Find the Partition of Current Targets, and Remove Cells Associated With the Estimated Targets):
Recall Section II-A, an extended target may generate more than one observations. Thus, in multi extended target tracking scenarios, we can cluster the observations into several cells. However, the associations between states and observations are commonly unknown. We can only achieve all of the possible partitions under the current observation set. Obviously, cells with small distances may have large probability to be generated by the estimated targets. Thus, we can use (51) to find cells associated with the estimated set in the current partition. By setting certain thresholds, we can achieve the cells associated with the estimated target set. Then, we count the cell number for each partition. The partition that has the largest number can be considered as the partition that survival targets belong to. Meantime, we remove the cells associated with the estimated targets. The left cells can be considered as cells of the birth targets. At last, we use the contribution factors to compute the birth intensity.
Let X e k be the state set of estimated targets,C k be the projected partition of birth targets, U k be the mapped set of Z k , and G l be the l−th partition of U k . With the help of the distance of (51), we can obtain the candidate partition of birth targets using the procedure in Table 1 .
Step2: Estimate the components of birth targets.
Once the candidate cell set C b k has been achieved, we turn to estimate the birth components (the mean of the i−th target state vector m k,i and its corresponding covariance P k,i ) by the unbiased model of [40] .
Recall that each cell may contain more than one observation, in other words, there are more than one elements for each cell of C b k . In order to combine these elements into one element, we tend to use (51) to compute the distance between each element and its corresponding cell. Let u k,j and u k,c be the j−th element and its corresponding cell center, d j be the distance between u k,j and u k,c , where d j can be computed by (51). We define the contribution factor (denoting the contribution of u z k,j to its corresponding cell) as
and N b is the number of current cells. Using (52), we combine element of i−th cell into one element by
where i denotes the i−th cell. Let p x k,i and p y k,i be the two dimensions of t k,i , the mean of the i−th new born target is defined by
The covariance can be estimated by
where σ v is the standard deviation of velocity known as a prior. In (56), the following exists:
Finally, the new born targets can be constructed by
. At time k + 1, the CIF (discussed in Section III-A) are used to achieve birth intensity of (13) . We summarize our ET-CIGM-PHD approach in Table 2 . 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we validate performance of the proposed ET-CIGM-PHD approach. A simulation scenario composed of five targets is constructed in Section IV-A. Under such a scenario, we compare the tracking errors of the ET-GM-PHD [24] , CK-EPHD [25] and our ET-CIGM-PHD approaches in terms of the optimal subpattern assignment (OSPA) metric [41] and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in Section IV-C. We follow the way of [24] and [25] to compare OSPA distances and RMSE of the estimated targets. Finally, we compare the simulation results of these approaches with different numbers of clutters and detection probabilities, to prove the effectiveness of our approach.
A. SIMULATION SCENARIOS
In our simulations, we adopt the nonlinear scenarios of [18] . For simplicity, we define the target states In this paper, (p x , p y ) is the vector of the position, (v x , v y ) is the vector of the velocity, and α is the turn rate. Using these definitions, we represent the nonlinear dynamic model as where T = 1 second (s) is the sampling interval, and ε k−1 is the noise defined by
denotes the covariance matrix of ε k−1 . In addition, we set σ x,ε = σ y,ε = 1 meter/second 2 (m/s 2 ), and σ α = π/180 rad. The initial states of the five targets are listed in Table 3 .
Besides, we use the observation model as follows,
where, η k ∼ N (·; 0, R) represents the observation noise, and R is the covariance defined by R = diag(σ 2 θ , σ 2 r ). In this paper, we set σ θ = π 180 rad and σ r = 1 m. Moveover, we assume that the clutter follows the uniform distribution in the detection region. The angle range and distance range of the detection region are (0, π/2) rad and (0, 1000) m, respectively. Using the above parameters, the trajectories of the five targets are shown in Figure 3 .
For parameters, we set the gating threshold T h = 4 according to [42] . The probabilities of survival and detection are p s = 0.99 and p d = 0.95 in accordance with [39] . All of the simulations are run in the environment with MATLAB2016a, and i7 processor with 8GB RAM.
In order to validate the estimation accuracy, we select the second order OSPA distance and RMSE as the metric. Before comparison, we represent the basic idea of the second order OSPA as follows. Let X = {x 1 , . . . , x m } and Y = {Y 1 , . . . , Y n } be two RFSs. m and n denote the numbers of elements in X and Y, respectively. Let n be the set of permutations of {1, 2, . . . , m}, the second order OSPA distance can be represented bȳ
where d(x, y) ), c > 0 is a cut off factor, and d(x, y) is the distance between x and y. Here, we adopt the Euclidean distance to calculate d(x, y). In this paper, we assume that the value of c is equal to 70.
B. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION ACCURACY ON DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS
To validate the influence of thresholds, we implement the ET-CIGM-PHD approach under different thresholds. Here, we select the following values T h = 2, 3, 4, 5. According to the definition of χ 2 distribution, these values represent that the probabilities of the observation locating in the gate are set to be 87%, 98.9%, 99.9% and 100%. For each value, the ET-CIGM-PHD is performed with 500 Monte Carlo runs. The estimated results are listed in Table 4 . When the possibility is small, the observations generated by the target may not be located in the gate. When the possibility is large, more clutters may be contained in the gating. Both of cases may lead to the large tracking errors. According to this, in Table 4 , we can observe that the estimated results of T h = 4 is the smallest in all of the selected thresholds. Thus, in this section, we select T h = 4 in the following simulations.
C. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION ACCURACY ON CERTAIN NUMBER OF CLUTTERS
Under the above parameters, all of these three approaches are implemented with 500 Monte Carlo runs. For justice, all of these approaches utilize the birth intensity initiating method of Section III-B. The estimated trajectories are demonstrated in Figure 4 to 6. From these figures, we can observe that the estimated points of CK-EPHD and our ET-CIGM-PHD approaches are rather closer to the true trajectories than the ET-GM-PHD approach. Moreover, compared with Figure 4 and 5, most of the estimated points in Figure 6 are overlapped with the true trajectories.
In order to compare the estimated performance of the above approaches, we demonstrate the OSPA distances in Figure 7 . Here, we use the averaged OSPA distances and RMSEs of all three approaches. Here, the averaged OSPA distance refers to the average of OSPA distances among 500 Monte Carlo runs. From Figure 7 , we can observe that the OSPA distance of the ET-GM-PHD approach is largest in all of these three approaches. Noted that larger OSPA distance corresponds to the larger tracking error, the ET-GM-PHD approach has larger tracking error than the CK-EPHD and our ET-CIGM-PHD approaches. This is because the CK-EPHD and proposed ET-CIGM-PHD approaches utilize the CKF and CIF methods to improve the tracking performance of the ET-GM-PHD approach,respectively. Due to the significant tracking performance of the CKF and CIF methods, these two approaches have better tracking accuracy than the ET-GM-PHD approach. In addition, we can also observe that the proposed ET-CIGM-PHD approach has smallest OSPA distance in all of these approaches.
To further validate the tracking performance, we provide the estimated numbers and RMSEs of these three approaches in Figure 8 and 9. The number in Figure 8 refers to the target number. From Figure 8 , we can observe that most of the estimated numbers of the ET-CIGM-PHD approach are located around the ground truth. That means, the ET-CIGM-PHD approach has better accuracy for estimating the number of target than the other two approaches. It is because that we integrate CIF and gating methods into the ET-GM-PHD. For the high tracking performance of the CIF, the estimated numbers of the proposed approach are more accurate than the ET-GM-PHD and CK-EPHD. Figure 9 depicts the RMSEs of the three approaches. From this figure, we can observe that the RMSE of the ET-CIGM-PHD approach is the smallest. That means, the estimated number of the ET-CIGM-PHD approach is the most accurate in all of these approaches. That is because we utilize the CIF method and gating method to compute the Gaussian mixture components. Since cells that have large probability to be generated by the clutter have been removed from the current partition, the estimated results of our approach are more accurate than the ET-GM-PHD and CK-EPHD approaches.
Moreover, we list the numerical results of both approaches in Table 5 . According to Table 5 , the CK-EPHD approach has the longest computational time, while the proposed ET-CIGM-PHD approach has the shortest computational time. This is because the CK-EPHD approach costs a lot of time to predict and update the cubature points, leading to longer time than the ET-GM-PHD approach. However, in our ET-CIGM-PHD approach, we select the CIF to estimate the Gaussian mixture components. The update stage of the CIF method is more computationally economic than the CKF method. Besides, we only select part of cells to update the predicted observations for reducing computational complexity. Thus, the computation load can be significantly reduced.
D. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION ACCURACY ON VARIOUS NUMBER OF CLUTTERS
To validate the effect of clutters, we change the number of clutters ranging from 5 to 50. For each number of clutters, the ET-GM-PHD, CK-EPHD and our ET-CIGM-PHD approaches are performed with 500 Monte Carlo runs. We plot the estimated results of these approaches in Figure 10 and 11. Figure 10 demonstrates the mean OSPA distances on various number of clutters, and the averaged RMSEs are plotted in Figure 11 . Due to the significant tracking performance of the CKF and CIF methods, the CK-EPHD and our ET-CIGM-PHD approaches have better tracking accuracy than the ET-GM-PHD approach (seen in Figure 10 and 11) . We can also observed that the mean OSPA distances and RMSEs of the proposed ET-CIGM-PHD approach are smallest in all of three approaches in Figure 10 and 11. Since clutters outside the selected gate have been removed in the update stage, the estimated results of our approach in Figure 10 and 11 are more stable than the other two.
E. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION ACCURACY ON DIFFERENT PROBABILITIES OF DETECTION
In this section, we implement the ET-GM-PHD, CK-EPHD and proposed ET-CIGM-PHD approaches under different probabilities of detection (varying from 0.75 to 0.99). All of these approaches have been simulated with 500 Monte Carlo runs. Here, we set the number of clutters to be 20. We plot the results in Figure 12 and 13. From these figures, we can observe that when the probability of detection is less than 0.95, the OSPA distances and RMSEs are rapidly reduced. When the probability increases from 0.95 to 0.99, the OSPA distances and RMSEs are reduced slowly. The reason is that when the probability grows large, many observations generated by targets are detected. Thus, the tracking accuracy of the three approaches becomes better. Along with the growing probability, the estimated results of these approaches tend to be stable. In addition, using the CIF and gating methods, the OSPA distances and RMSEs of the proposed approach are smaller than the ET-GM-PHD and CK-EPHD approaches, enjoying the best estimated accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the ET-CIGM-PHD approach, which can be applied to estimate the number and states of multi extended targets in nonlinear scenarios. In our approach, we utilize the CIF to approximate the GM components of targets for its significant tracking accuracy in nonlinear scenarios. In order to construct the observation set, and reduce the computation complexity, we present a gating method to extract the cells associated with the predicted observation. Then, these abstracted cells are combined into one set for updating the predicted observation of the CIF method. Since our method directly implements the gating process on the cells. Thus, the tracking performance of the traditional ET-GM-PHD approach can be significantly improved. Moreover, we propose an adaptive initiation method for birth component initiating. Using the estimated states into initiation, the proposed approach can initiate the birth intensity adaptively. The simulation results demonstrate that our ET-CIGM-PHD approach outperforms the ET-GM-PHD and CK-EPHD approaches in terms of tracking accuracy.
This paper focuses on improving the efficiency and accuracy of the traditional ET-GM-PHD approach. It simply uses the GM component pruning and state estimating methods. Other component pruning, state estimating, and clustering methods may be incorporated into the future work. Studying on optimizing parameters of observation partitioning can be seen as another direction of the future work. In addition, for lack of equipment and data sets, we verify our approach with simulation data. Experiments with measured data will be the third direction of the future work.
APPENDIX A DERIVATIVES OF ω Y
In this section, we give the proof of ω y in (7), which has been derived in [1] .
According to [1] , the extended target posterior probabilitygenerating function (p.g.fl.) G k+1|k+1 [h] can be defined by
where,
and where 
where 
To simplify (74), we define the coefficient
Using (75), (74) can be rewritten by
Finally, we can observe that (75) is the same as (7) in Section II-C. 
